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When nomadism is the norm of our life, when people, 
ideas and goods flow back and forth, traveling east to west and south to north, 

we nourish within us the finest aspects of diverse identities, 
enriching our willingness to share and learn.

This exclusive collection is inspired by my latest travels, 
from the glorious Swahili coastal trading towns of East Africa, 

to the greatest Silk Road cities in Central Asia. 

Design-Africa - Limited edition - Hand-made - Respecting local markets



The amazon girl excelled in horsemanship, sword fighting
and archery, as well as raiding caravans and rustling horses.

Young boys were attracted by her beauty, 
but did not dare to seduce her. 

Suddenly...

TIMUR BAG



Fancyworks decorate the bride’s house for the first rendezvous with the fiancé.
Then they follow the bride’s way. 
Mothers and sisters help, embroidering magical symbols to protect the newlyweds.
The wedding ritual is in place.

SAC MARKANDA





PERSIAN TRIO



"Zabon Doni Jahon Doni" - Know Language, Know The World.
– 

Tajik proverb



Reach for the stars, like a glamorous astronomer. 
Look up in the sky, with closed eyes.

To design your own celestial universe.

ULUG BEG BAGS



In front of the house once stood a lighthouse.
Inside the house, there was a terrestrial globe.

For days and nights she traveled alone, reaching the limits of her poles.

Luckily, there are certain lights that never turn off.

WONDERS BAG



SUZANI HAT



Put flowers, leaves and fruits ornaments in your head.
Empty your bag. 

A magical talisman for happiness, joy and lucky life.



The Dhow is packed with ivory, gold, spices and silks. 
A treasure gently sailing across unexplored seas. 

Deep blue waters and coral reefs.

Like your immense eyes.

DHOW TROTERS





Images by Delphine Warin’s delicate eyes
Guest model: Paula Gonzalez Carrascosa

Shooting at Yamani’s house with the assistance of: 
Frank Lorin Ellenberger, Fatima Batti and Karima Maruan

Catalogue design: Yassmine Nasrallah (sistersnas@gmail.com)

TIMUR BAG:

SAC MARKANDA:

PERSIAN TRIO:
THE BUCKET
THE PANIER
THE PURSE

ULUG BEG BAGS:

WONDERS BAG:

SUZANI HAT:

DHOW TROTERS:
THE MAXI BAG

THE BANDOLEER
THE SCARF

Large tote bag in thick black linen with straps made from decorative horse webbing.

Two-sized colourful cotton tote bag made from wonderful, 
shimmering local cloth used for traditional Uzbek mattresses.

Maxi bucket bag in Calfskin with leather brained handles.
Mini soft Napa leather bag with an ethnic fabric handles. 
Hand brained leather bag-purse with a long thin shoulder strap.

Gold and silver large tote bag in soft Napa leather lined with vintage oriental fabric. 

Durban Jacquard fabric bag with brained leather handles & pompoms.

The vibrant fabrics of Uzbekistan and Zanzibar add a pop of colour 
to the hand-woven grasses of the beldi hat.

XL tote made from thick poplin and seatbelt handles.
Bag-clutch in 100% thick cotton with a long seatbelt shoulder strap.
A two-sized scarf made from very soft Maasai cotton.



www.mtitabamako.com


